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y ' ., . c g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

"
3 E WASHING TON, D. C. 20555
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' + . ,'.....# February 25, 1980

Docket Nos. 50-277
and 50-278

Mr. Edward G. Bauer, Jr.
Vice President & General Counsel
Philadelphia Electric Company
2301 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

Dear Mr. Bauer:

Enclosed for your information is the Staff's evaluation for Peach Bottom
Unit Nos. 2 and 3 of the actions you have taken to satisfy the Category
"A" items of the NRC recomendations resulting from TMI-2 Lessons Learned.
This evaluation is based on your submitted documentation and the discussions
between our staffs at a site visit on January 22-23, 1980. A list of
meeting attendees at this site visit is also attached.

Based on our evaluation, we conclude that you have satisfactorily met
all Category "A" requirements. Our Office of Inspection and Enforcement
will verify the adequacy of implemented procedures. These items are
discussed in our Evaluation.

Should you have any questions regarding our evaluation, please contact
us.

Sincerely,

&c4 .e. LL
Thomar X. Ippolito, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Operating Reactors

Enclosures:
1. Evaluation
2. Meeting Attendees

cc w/ enclosures:
See next page
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Mr. Edward G. Bauer, Jr.
Philadelphia Electric Company 2- February 26, 1980.

cc:

Eugene J. Bradley
Philadelphia Electric Company
Assistant General Counsel
2301 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

Troy B. Conner, Jr.
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

Raymond L. Hovis, Esquire
35 South Duke Street
York, Pennsylvania 17401

Warren K. Rich, Esquire
Assistant Attorney General
Department of Natural Resources
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Government Publications Section
State Library of Pennsylvania
Education Building
Commonwealth and Walnut Streets
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17126

M.'J. Cooney, Superintendent
Generation Division - Nuclear
Philadelphia Electric Company
2301 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

Edward Greenman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
P. O. Box 399
Delta, Pennsylvania 17314

Philadelphia Electric Company
ATTN: Mr. W. T. Ullrich

Peach Bottom Atomic
Power Station

Delta, Pennsylvania 17314
.
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EVALUATION OF LICENSEE'S COMPLIANCE WITH

CATEGORY "A" ITEMS OF NRC RECOP94ENDATIONS
.

RESULTING FROM TMI-2 LESSONS LEARNED

.

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY

PEACH BOTTOM ATOMIC POWER STATION
.

UNITS NOS. 2 AND 3
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I. INTRODUCTION

0)By letter dated January 2,1980 , Philadelphia Electric Company
(licensee) submitted documentation of the actions taken at Peach Bottom
Atomic Power Station Units 2 and 3 to implement the requirements result-
ing from TMI-2 Lessons Learned. To expedite our review of the licensee's
actions, members of the staff visited the licensee's facility on
January 22-23, 1980.

IL EVALUATION

Eacn of the Category "A" requirements applicable to BWRs is identified
below. Included is a summary of the requirements, the licensee's method
of implementation, and our evaluation. It is noted that the requirements
and acceptance criteria are documented in References 2 and 3, respectively.
The numbered designation of each item is consistent with the identifica-
tions used in NUREG-0578.

2.1.1 EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY

The NRC requirement, as it is applicable to BWRs, is that provisions must
be made such that the power-operated relief valves can be supplied emergency
poker when off-site power is not available. Further, for air-operated
valves, emergency power must be available to the air compressors in order
to provide a long term supply of air. The reactor water level instru-
mentation must also be capable of operating from emergency power.

In his January 2,1980 submittal, the licensee stated that he had reviewed

theplantdesignandhasdetercinedthattheinstrumentaircompressorsar(g)powered by the emergency diesels. He also stated in the October 17, 1979
submittal that the reactor vessel water level instrumentation is already
provided emergency power.

During the NRR site visit of January 22-23, 1980, we discussed the instru-
ment air system with the licensee's technical staff. Nonnally the instru-
ments are operated on compressed nitrogen provided by two redundant sources.
If the pressure of either source falls below 75 psi, an emergency air
compressor is automatically cut-in. Two su~h emergency air compressors
are provided and each is automatically sequenced onto a Class IE diesel
generator.

Based upon the information provided by the licensee in his submittal and
during our site visit, we conclude that the licensee has satisfied the
requirements for Item 2.1.1.

2.1.2 PERFORMANCE TESTING FOR BWR RELIEF AND SAFETY VALVES,

The staff's position is that Boiling Water Reactor licensees shall
. functionally test the reactor coolant system relief and safety valves to
demonstrate operability under expected operating and flow conditions.
The Category "A" requirement is for the licensee to commit to perform
an appropriate test program.
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The licensee is a member of a GE BWR Owners Group and has committed to
a test program adopted by this Owners Group. The Owners Group commit-

ment was provided 10)a letter from Mr. T. D. Keenan to D. G. Eisenhut,December 14, 1979.Lb We believe that the commitment provides adequate
assurance that the requirement for performing functional testing of
relief and safety valves will be satisfied.

Based on our review of the licensee's submittal, we conclude that the
licensee is in compliance with the performance testing requirements for
relief and safety valves as outlined in NUREG-0578, and is therefore,
acceptable. The basis for this acceptance is that we will review the
test program to confirm the applicability to Peach Bottom. Completion
of the test program is on a schedule different from Category "A" items.
Therefore, we conclude that the licensee has satisfied the Category "A"
requirements of Item 2.1.2.

2.1.3.a Direct Indication of Power-0perated Relief Valves and Safety Valve
Position for BWRs

The staff's position is that BWR licensees shall provide a positive
indication for reactor coolant system relief and safety valves. The
valve position should be indicated and alarmed in the control room
and derived from a reliable valve position detection device or a reliable
indication of flow in the discharge pipe so that the operator is pro-
vided with an unambiguous indication of valve position. If the valve
position indication is not safety grade, a reliable single channel direct
indication powered from the emergency bus may be provided if backup
methods of determining valve position are available. Further,.the valve
position indication should be seismically qua,ified consistent with the
components or system to which it is attached. If seismic qualifications
are not feasible by January 1,1980, the licensee should provide just-
ification and a schedule for upgrading the system to meet the seismic
requirements.

Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 each have eleven safety / relief valves and two
code safety valves. While all 11 S/RV's can be operated manually, 5 of
the S/RV's are dedicated to the ADS function. The licensee has elected
to use a single channel system of acoustic monitors to provide the primary -

and direct indication of valve position. A system of tailpipe temperature
channels is available as backup to the acoustic channels.

As part of an ongoing research program, the licensee had previously
installed a system of acoustic monitoring channels (manufactured by NDT
International, Inc.) on the 11 S/RV's of Unit No. 2. To meet the Lessons
Learned requirements, the licensee has now installed a dual channel to
monitor the 2 code safety valves in Unit No. 2, another dual channel to
monitor the 2 code safety valves in Unit No. 3, and a shared single
channel to monitor the 11 S/RV's in Unit No. 3. We understand that the
shared channel will be replaced by 11 single channels as that equipment

| is received.
|
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Each acoustic monitoring channel consists of a peizoelectric accelerometer
(sensor) mounted just downstream of the valve, a charge-sensitive pre-
ampl.ifier, and a " Flow Detector" module in the control room. For the
eleven S/RV's of Unit No. 2, the preamplifiers are inside containment;
all the new preamps are outside containment. We understand that when
the system is upgraded, all the preamps will be outside containment,
where the temperature during an accident is lower than inside contain-
ment. Each Flow Detector Module is located on an auxiliary rack beyond
the main control board and provides indicator lights for " closed", "open"
positions, and " memory". The " memory" light illuminates on each valve
activator and stays on until manually reset; thus it provides an indica-
tion of valve actuation even though the valve may have since closed. If

any of the flow detectors indicate a valve in the open position, a
dedicated single window of the plant annunciator is activated. The
licensee has indicated that a modification request has been processed
to install the valve-open " memory" lights on the main control board.
As currently installed, when the annunciator is activated, the operator
must go to the auxiliary rack to ascertain which particular valve has,

opened. In the case of the 11 S/RV's on Unit No. 3 that have a shared
flow detector, the reactor operator cannot at the moment detennine which
valve has opened. The licensee has therefore agreed to promptly
develop the procedure by which the operator can make their determination.

,

Since the acoustic channels were originally part of a research program,4

they receive electrical power from a lighting panel in the control room
that does not receive emergency power. We will require that the acoustic
channels be connected to emergency power not later than January 1,1981.
Further, the emergency power for the acoustic channel should not be the
same Class IE power division which powers the backup channel (i.e.,
temperaturemonitoring).

The licensee's schedule for certification of the acoustic system to meet
the seismic requirements is January 1,1981. .

Back-up valve position indication information is provided and discussed ,

'

in the emergency procedures so that the operator can make a diagnoris
and take appropriate action. The back-up valve position. indication is
provided by temperature indicators. Each individual safety / relief and
code safety valve has an embedded type thermo-couple attached to the tail-

' pipe downstream of the valve discharge point. Unit 2's safety /, relief
valve has a redundent clip-on type thermo-couple which is surface mounted

.

on the tailpipe. Signals derived from the embedded thermo-couple are
readout on a strip chart recorder located about the valve position
switches on the control room panel and a valve opening signal is alarmed j
and indicated on a dedicated window of the plant annunciator panel. '

Information derived from the slip-on thermo-couples are not alarmed in
the control room but can be selectively monitored from the recorder.
Safeguard power is used for the back-up valve position indication
(Temperature indicators).

1
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Based on our review, we conclude that the licensee has installed position
indicating systems on relief and safety valves, and is in compliance with
our basic objectives for this item. Verification of the safety grade of
components, seismic requirement, and environmental qualification of com-
ponents will be performed by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement and
reported in appropriate inspection reports.

2.1.3.b Instrumentation for Inadequate Core Cooling

The NRC requirements, licensee actions and our evaluation thereof for
this item are reported separately by the NRC Bulletins and Ord rg Task9

6Force in NUREG-0645 which is incorporated herein by reference.t ,

2.1.4 Containment Isolation

The NRC requirements are that the license is to: (1) carefully reconsider
the determination of which systems should be considered essential or non-
essential for safety, (b) modify systems as may be necessary, to isolate
all non-essential systems, and (c) modify systems, as may be necessary,
to' assure that the resetting of the containment isolation signals does
not cause the inadvertent re-opening of containment isolation valves.

The licensee's submittal of January 2,1980, included a tabulation of the
containment penetrations. This tabulation indicates for each penetration:
the system involved, the system's safety classification (essential or
non-essential), and the plant parameters causing automatic isolation.

During the NRR site visit the licensee explained his criteria for classify-
ing each system and isolating penetrations. If the system is needed
immediately after an accident, the system is classified " essential" and
is not automatically isolated. If the system is needed later in an
accident situation, it is classified " essential" but it is initially
isolated automatically. The plan is to re-activate such systems when
they are needed. If a system is not seen as needed for post-accident

.

operation, the system is classified "non-essential" and it is auto-
matically isolated.

.

m

9
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To preclude the inadventent re-opening of isolation valves, the licensee
has modified the reset circuitry for about 44 valves in each unit. This
modification consists of creating a series string of the " closed" con-
tact on all the isolation valves in each isolation group. Thus, each
valve control switch must be in the closed position before the reset
can take effect. Valves which must be opened under post-LOCA conditions
are provided with keylocked bypass switches. There is one exception to
this general findings, namely, until permanent coolant sampling provisions
are made (See item 2.1.8.A.) it will be necessary to bypass the isolation
logic to the RWCU suction and return valves in order to secure a coolant
sample, post-LOCA. This operation is described in post-LOCA sampling
procedures. ~

We conclude that the licensee has completed a re-determination of which
. containment isolation penetrations are essential or non-essential. All

non-essential lines are either automatically isolated by diverse signals or
adequate technical justification has been provided. Modifications have been
made to prevent inadvertent re-opening of isolation valves; the licensee
ha,s proposed modifications to assure that essential systems which are
initially isolated can be made available considering a single failure
of the containment isolation reset logic. Based on the above, we find
that the licensee has satisfied the requirements of this item.

2.1.5.a Dedicated Penetrations for External Recombiner of Post-Accident External
Purce System

The staff's position is that licensees whose plant uses external recombiners
or purge systems for post-accident control of ccmbustible gas in the con-
tainment atmosphere should provide a containment isolation system that is
dedicated to that function only. The system's design should be redundant
and meet our single failure requirements so that criterion 54 and 55 of
the General Design Criteria are met and that the system is sized to satisfy
the flow requirements of the recombiner or purge system. This requirement
is applicable to those plants whose licensing basis includes requirements
for external or purge systems for post-accident control of combustible
gas in the primar3 containment.

The Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 are designed to use a Containment Atmosphere
Control (CAC) system. This system is used prior to each startup to provide
and maintain the oxygen concentration in the primary containment atmosphere
to less than 5 percent to ensure that combustion of the hydrogen and oxygen
cannot occur. Based on Figure 5.2.7 of the FSAR, we have determined that
the CAC system consists of the following major s.ubsystems: The contain-
ment purge and exhaust subsystem, the containment inerting subsystem and

_

|

|

|
|
|.
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the containment atmospheric make-up subsystem. These subsystems are
used during normal plant operations and do not perform any safety
functions. Only those components associated with maintaining the
containment isolation integrity (up to and including second containment
isolation valve) are safety related and have been designed to seismic
Category I requirements.

The Containment Atmospheric Dilution (CAD) system performs the safety
fur.ction of limiting initial oxygen concentration to less than 5 percent -

in order to preclude a flammable mixture in the containment immediately
following a LOCA and to maintain this inerted primary containment mixture
on a long term basis followir.g a LOCA. The CAD system was not part of
the original plant design. The system was designed as a backfit system
and became operational after the first normal refueling outage. The CAD
system is used during emergencies and as such has been designed to
seismic Category I requirements; electrical components meet applicable
portions of IEEE-279, and have suitable redundancy and interconnections
so that a single failure of an active component will not render the
system inoperable. The CAD system is functionally independent from the
normal electric vaporizers, redundant lines and valves and associated
ins trumentation. The nitrogen from the CAD system is injected into the
containment using the redundant ECCS spray sparger system lines for the
torus and drywell compartmerts. Two solenoid actuated isolation valvesi

for each of the redundant torus and drywell lines (4 lines total) have
remote control switches located in the main control room. In addition,

two analyzers for hydrogen and two for oxygen have been provided for the
drywell and torus that are redundant to each other and are designed to
meet our seismic requirements.

The CAD system is designed to be used in conjunction with the system
that has been provided to vent the containment through the standby gas
treatment system using components designed to engineered safety feature
s tan,da rds . Separate lines and isolation valves have been provided to
reduce containment pressure buildup resulting from the nitrogen insertion

~

by the CAD system.

Accordingly, the design and functional . performance of the CAD systems
acts as a purge for post-accident control of gas in the containment
atmosphere. Based on our review, we conclude that the system design meets
the requirements as outlined in NUREG-0578 and clarified by the letter of

'

October 30, 1979. ,

The licensee stated in the October 17, 1979 submittal that the containment ,

atmospheric dilution (CAD-) purge system at Peach Bottom is used for post- |

accident combustible gas control. The licensee commitited to a review of |
the design of the containment penetrations associated with the CAD system )
operation to verify that-isolation provisions for piping and interconnected l
lines are single failure proof during CAD operations, and that the purge

|

|

. 1
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lines have been properly sized. In their January 2,1980 submittal the
licensee reported the results of their review of the Peach Bottom design.
They have verified that the containment isolation provisions for all lines
(including vent and purge) are single failure proof during CAD system
operacions except for the following small interconnecting lines:

Penetrations System Iso. Valves

N-26 Instrument Nitrogen Suction A0-4235/5235 .

N-26 Radioactive Gas Sample Lines SV-4966B/5966B

N-51C Radioactive Gas Sample Lines SV-4966C/5966C

N-203 Radioactive Gas Sample Lines SV-4966D/5966D

N-219 Radioactive Gas Sample Lines SV-4966A/5966A

The licensee has committed to modify their design to add an addit:onal
isolation to each of these lines so that our present isolation criteria
will be met. The licensee has stated that the valves necessary to perform
the modifications are being ordered so that the modifications will be
completed by January 1,1981 consistent with our requirements for Category B items.

Based on the above, we conclude that the licensee has satisfied the
Category "A" requirements related to this item.

2.1.5.c Recombiner Procedures

The NRC requirements for this item apply only to those plants that include
hydrogen recombiners as a design basis for licensing. We have detennined
that this item is not applicable to the Peach Bottom Plants.

2.1.6.a Systems Integrity

The NRC , objective is to prevent the release of significant amounts of
radioactivity to the environment via leakage from engineered safety
features systems and auxiliary systems which are located outside reactor
containment. These systems may be called upon to function during an
accident and may contain large radioactive inventories in the fluids
they process. The requirements are to implement practical measures to
reduce leakage, to report measurements to the NRC and to establish a
preventative maintenance program for maintaining leakage at as-low-as

* practicable levels.

The licensee has itemized in his January 2,1980 submittal the methods
and frequencies of leak testing which will be used to verify the integrity
of or measure the leak rates from systems which might be used during an
aecident. During the NRR site visit of January 22-23, 1980, the licensee
stated that a leak reduction program was underway, that some liquid leak-
age had been identified and that maintenance request forms had been
issued where necessary. The licensee stated that or.ly liquid leakage
rates had been quantified and. that the leakage rate data would be

.
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reported to the NRC in the near future. During the visit the licensee
provided the NRR team with procedures for determining the integrity or
lack of integrity of various systems. These procedures called for visual
inspection or piping and valves, the collection and analysis of air
samples from cubicles, and. the quantification of liquid leak rates.
Verification of the adequacy of procedures / methods of quantification of
leak rates to determine the degree of urgency for corrective maintenance
will be performed by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement and reported
in appropriate inspection reports.

Based on our review of the licensee's submittal and information obtained -

from the licensee during our visit, we conclude that the licensee has
instituted a program to maintain system integrity; and that the Category
"A" requirements have been satisfied for this item.

2.1.6.B Plant Shielding Review

The Category "A" requirements are to perform a design review of current
plant shielding to identify where corrective actions are needed to permit
personnel access to vital areas, and to protect safety equipment.

Du' ring the NRR site visit, the licensee stated that the portion of the
shielding review related to protection of safety equipment was being con-
ducted on a schedule consistent with his requirement to respond to 0IE
Bulletin 79-01. Deferral of this portion of the shielding review and
definition of required modifications is acceptable.

Based on our review of the licensee's submittal and from discussions at
the NRR site visit, we have determined that the licensee has completed a
preliminary plant shielding review for the Peach Bottom Units.

The licensee's submittal included an evaluation for expected dose ratio
on FSAR type accidents. Post-accident accessibility for personnel was
evaluated for the Control Room, Technical Support Center, Secondary i
Containment, Radwaste Panel and Radiochemistry Laboratory. The licersee '

has agreed to provide the final results of his evaluation to include i
.

appropriate drawings as a supplement to his submittal.

Based on above, we conclude that the licensee has conducted a shielding
review which satisfies the basic intent of this item. Further review of
the shielding evaluation, documentation of safety equipment degradation,
and review of necessary modifications will be conducted as a Category B
item.

2.1.7.a Auto Initiation of AFW

2.l.7.b AFW Flow
|

| These items (2.1.7.a and 2.1.7.b) are unique to PWRs and are not applicable
[ to the Peach Bottom plants.
I

__________m____ _ _ _ - - - _ --
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2.1.8.A Post-Accident Sampling

The NRC objective is to quantify the degree of core damage in the course
of an accident by radiological and chemical analysis of samples of<

reactor coolant and containment atmosphere. The Category "A" require-
ments are: (a) to review the design of reactor coolant and containment
sampling system to determine the capability of personnel to obtain a
sample (within 1 hour) under accident conditions without exposing an
individual in excess of 3 REM and 18 3/4 Rems to the whole body or
extremities; (b) to review operational procedures of the radiological
spectrum and chemical analysis facilities to determine the capability
to quantify radioisotopes that are indicators of the degree of core
damage; and (c) to describe proposed plant modifications.

The licensee has stated in his January 2,1980 submittal that' provisi'ons
and procedures currently exist for sampling and analyzing post-accident
containment air and reactor water, but he cannot assure that personnel
exposures during the sampling and analysis operations will meet 'the NRC
criteria. During the NRR site visit of January 22-23, 1980, the licensee
stated that containment air samples can currently be obtained at the
Drywell Radiation Monitor Sampling Station or at any of the three
Containment Atmospheric Dilution cabinets. All four sampling locations
per unit are within secondary containment. Sampling procedure calls
for insertion of a sampling tee into the sample stream and collection
of a one lambda sample with a microsyringe.

The licensee stated during the visit that reactor coolant samples may
be obtained from the discharge side of recirculation pump "A" at the
Feedwater Sample Hood or from the discharge stream of the RWCU pump at
the Reactor Water Cleanup Hood. Reactor Water Cleanup System isolates
following an accident and must be unisolated before samples can be taken.
Both sample streams are reduced to atmospheric pressure and to 77*F in
or near the sample hood before reaching the sample collection point.
Both sample points for each unit are located within secondary contain-
ment. Provisions for taking unpressurized samples does not presently
exist.

The NRR/0IE team was shown durina its visit written oracedures for samnlinn
containment atmosphere and reactor coolant and procedures for handling,
diluting, and radiologically analyzing those samples. The licensee's
counting lab is equipped with three germainium spectrometers two of which
have been calibrated to count samples reading <200 mR/hr on contact.
Four (two redundant) TCD-type hyhrogen analyze 7s are on line for deter-
minations of containment atmosphere hydrogen concentration. The licensee
stated that a study is currently underway to determine the reliability
of these analyzers urider accident condition.

|

:
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Based on our review of the licensee's submittal and information obtained
from the licensee during our visit, we conclude that the licensee has
satisfied the intent of the Category "A" requirements for this item.

2.1.8.B High Range Radiation Monitors

The NRC objective is to have available adequate instrumentation to follow
the course of the accident. The Category "A" requirements are to have
procedures quantifyinj effluent releases in case existing instrumenta-
tion would go off scale. This includes a descript. ion of System / Method
employed, and description of procedures for conducting all aspects of

.

the measurement / analysis for noble gases, radioiodines, and particulate
effluents.

The licensee has stated in his January 2,1980 submittal tha- :n interim
method of estimating relea~ses will be accomplighed by Januar, ,,1980
with the installation of high range (1.4 x 10- to 1.4 x 104 ' c)
noble gas effluent monitors in fixed geometries on the samplin, nes
of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactor building' vents and on the sampi ..ig
line of the off-gas stack, which is common to both units. The licensee
provided schematics of the effluent monitoring systems in his submittal
which identified the system's components. During the NRR site visit
of January 22-23, 1980, the licensee provided written procedures for
calibrating the NMC Model GA-2TO high range noble gas monitor with Ra226
and CS 137 standard sources and he stated that he now has a Kr85 standard
source which he will use to complete the calibration of the detectors.
The NRR team verified the installation (and was shown) a three pen recorder
located in the control room which has a scale range of .01 to 104 to
provide readout of noble gas effluents.

~ '

During the site visit the NRR/01E team was provided with a written procedure
which explained the method used to convert roof vent and main stack high
range monitor readings in mR/hr to release rates in uCi/sec. That pro-
cedure involves determining the background-subtracted monitor reading
in mR/hr, multiplying that value by a calculated conversion factor,
uCi/cc per mR/hr, and multiplying that product by the vent of stack
flow rate in cc/sec. If the affluent isotopic composition is known, the
fractional abundance of each noble gas is multiplied by its respective
conversion factor and the sum of all these products is multiplied by
the net monitor reading to yield the effluent noble gas concentration.

The licensee stated during the NRR/0IE site visit that effluent concentrations
of iodines and particulates will be determined by the spectroscopic assay
of sampling modia, which will be accomplished in the onsite counting
lab. The licensee states in his submittal that he anticipates relocating

i

.

_ _ _ _
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the reactor building vent iodine cartridges to the radwaste building
roof or the turbine building fan rooms because access to the iodine
cartridges cannot be assured under certain accident conditions. The
NRR team was shown procedures for retrieving the iodine and particulate ,

sampling media from the main stack and roof vents following an accident
and was shown written procedures for preparing and analyzing highly
radioactive sampling media.

The descriptions of the effluent monitoring systems, the procedures for
determining release rates, the methods of sample media retrieval and
analysis, and the licensee's comitment to make modifications to assure
access to sampling media are sufficient to satisfy the Category "A"
requirements for this item.

2.1.8.C Imoroved Iodine Instrumentation

The'NRC Category "A" requirements are that each licensee shall provide
equipment and associated training and procedures for accurately deter-
mining the airborne iodine concentration in areas within the facility
where personnel may be present following an accident.

Th'e licensee's submittal of November 21,1979(7) states that the licensee's
review indicated that existing procedures utilizing portable samplers and
counting room spectrometers best provide the capability of determining
the airborne iodine concentrations. The licensee provided at the t .e

visit written orocedures which described the use of four different NMC
manufactured constant air monitors (CAM's). Caly the AM-221 model is
capable of airborne iodine concentration measurament; it uses a sampling
media cartridge and a.NaI iodine detection. The NRR team was shown two
cart-mounted Eberline airborne iodine monitors; both were located in the
TSC. These monitors each use a NaI detector and a SCA. .The licensee
stated that he planned to install a monitor of this type in the control
room. The team was also shown written procedures which described the use
of low volume air samplers which use charcoal or silver zeolite sampling
media for charcoal adsorption. The low volume samplers are not equipped
with NaI detectors.

Based on information obtained during the NRR/01E site visit, we conclude
that the licensee has on-site at least two operable, calibrated airborne
iodine monitors of the NaI detector type and thus satisfies this

,

; Category "A" requirement.

2.2.1.A Shift Supervisor Responsibilities

! The NRC requirement for this item is to revise, as necessary, the
responsibilities of the Shift Supervisor such that he can provide direct,
comand oversight of operations and perform management review of ongoing
operations that are important to safety and not be distracted from th,ese
important responsibilities by administrative details. The licensee's;

! subnittal addressed each of the staff's criteria and indicated that each
i had been satisfied by issuance of management directives, changes e
i administrative procedures and scope of training programs for shift

surervisors.

.
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The licensee's submittal of October 17, 1979 provided his cor.nnmer.t to
implement this requirement.

During the NRR/0IE site visit of January 22-23, 1980, we determined that the
licensee has revised his procedure A-7 " Shift Operations." Appendices 1
and 2 of the procedure address the duties and responsibilities of the
Shift Superintendent and the Shift Supervisor respectively.

We conclude that the licensee has satisfied the requirements of Item 2.2.1.A
to provide revised responsibilities and authority for the Shift Supervisor.
Verification of the adequacy of the licensee's documentation will be per- -

formed by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement and will be documented
by routine Inspection Reports.

2.2.1.b Shift Technical Advisor

The NRC requirement is for the licensee to provide an on-shift technical
advisor (STA) to the shift supervisor to serve the two functions of accident
assessment and operating experience assessment. As a supplement to the
operating staff, the STA must be able to get to the control room within 10
minutes to assist in diagnosing an off-normal event.

The licensee's submittal of November 21, 1979 describes his method of
implementation. The licensee has assigned degreed engineers u..o have
received additional training to on-shift duties as the STA to perform the
accident assessment function.

During the NRR/01E site visit of January 22-23, 1980, we were told that 15
plant engineers have so far received the special training and are assigned
on shift. During 1980, additional engineers will receive this training.
Before being assigned as STA, each engineer must have a minimum of one
year of nuclear power plant operations experience, at least six months of

.

which must be at the Peach Bottom plants.
'

The STA will be working on-site and can get to the control room within 10
minutes. While on duty, the STA will attend shift turnover briefings,
will survey the control room, and will perform general plant engineering
functions. Part of these duties are related to Operating Experience
Review function.

The remainder of the Operating Exoerience Review functions are performed
by the corocrate engineering staff. The licensee has described acceptable
methods c. coordination between these groups.

We conclude that the licensee has satisfactorily satisfied the requirements
of this item.
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2.2.1.c Shift and Relief Turnover Procedures

The NRC requirement is for the licensee to provide checklists to be used
by oncoming and offgoing shift personnel such as shift supervisors,
control room (licensed) operators, auxiliary (non-licensed) operators,
and plant technicians. The checklists are to cover critical plant
parameters, status of systems important to plant safety, and identifi-
cation of systems or components in an allowed degraded mode.

During the NRR site visit of January 22-23, 1980, we determined that the
licensee has revised his procedures A-7 " Shift Operations" to require the .

' use of shift turnover checklists for control room operators and shift
supervisors. The licensee explained an alternate way of satisfying this
requirement for non-licensed personnel at the These personnel
receive all their direction (work assignments) plant.from licensed personnel
who are fully aware of plant conditions and use shift turnover checklists.
For these non-licensed personnel the shift turnover procedures include a
shift turnover briefing, the planned use of a plant status board, mainte-

.
nance action request procedures, " blocking" permit procedures, etc.

.

.
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We conclude that the licensee has satisfied the basic intent of this
requirement. Verification of the adequacy of his system will be provided
by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement and reported in appropriate
Inspection Reports.

2.2.2.A Control Room Access

The NRC requirement includes imolementing procedures to limit access to
the control room and establishing clear lines of authority in the control

~

room in the event of an emergency.

During the NRR site visit (January 22-23,1980) we verified that the
licensee has revised his procedure A-7 " Shift Operations" to encompass
access control for the Control Room.

We conclude that the licensee has satisfied the requirement to have
revised procedures. Verification of the adequacy of these procedures
will be performed by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement and docu-
mented in appropriate Inspection Reports.

_

'

2.2.2.b Technical Support Center

The NRC requirement is that each licensee establish and maintain an
onsite technical support center (TSC) separate from and in close proximity
to the control room. The TCS should have reliable coninunications systems
and plant as-built technical data to provide information to those
individuals knowledgeable and responsible for engineering and management
support to reactor operations in the event of an accident. Further, the
licensee must describe the long range plan to upgrade the TSC to meet
the Category B requirements.

In his January 2,1980 submittal, the licensee described the TSC established
on the second floor of the Unit No.1 office complex. This submittal stated
that the TSC contained plant drawings. procedures, and radiation monitoring
equipment. NRR was advised by OIE that on January 2,1980 the TSC was not
equipped with plant drawings, emergency procedures, etc. During the NRR/01E
site visit we found that TSC met all Category "A" requirements except
for equipment to determine direct radiation levels. This deficiency was
corrected before the termination of the site visit.

! We conclude that the licensee has as of aanuary 23, 1980, satisfied the
Category A implementation requirements for the Technical Support Center.

2.2.2.c Operational Support Center

The NRC requirement is to establish an area in which shift po sonnel can
report for further instructions from the operations staff.

__
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During the NRR/01E site visit we verified that the
licensee has established an Operational Support Center in the form of
an office trailer located just outside the control room in the turbine
hall. This center is equipped with telephone communications with the
control room.

We conclude that the licensee has satisfied the requirements to establish
an Operational Support Center.

NRR ITEM: REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM VENTING

As specifically related to BWRs, the Category A requirements of this item
is to provide current design information to demonstrate that non-condensable
gases can be vented from the primary coolant system.

The licensee's letter dated October 17,1979(i) provided a description
of the current capability of the Peach Bottom units to vent non-condensables.
This issue is generic to BWRs and the capability includes safety / relief
valves which discharge to the suppression pool, a vessel head vent to. the
radwaste system, and a vessel head vent to one of the main steam lines.
The Peach Bottom Units also employ steam driven HPCI and RCIC pumps which
discharge to the suppression pool.

The design information provided by the licensee is sufficient to satisfy
the Category "A" requirements for this item.

.
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